York University

Inventory of Courses with Sustainability Content

Course Code
AP/ADMS 3400
AP/ADMS 3660
AP/ADMS 3706
AP/ADMS 3707
AP/ANTH 2100
AP/ANTH 1120

Course Title
Occupational Health and Safety
Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility
Disaster and Humans
Ethics: Society, the Environment and Disasters
Global Capitalism, Culture, and Conflict
Making Sense of a Changing World: Anthropology Today

AP/ECON 3340
AP/GEOG 1000
AP/GEOG 2400
AP/GEOG 2500
AP/GEOG 3040
AP/GEOG 3050
AP/GEOG 4150
AP/GEOG 4200
AP/GEOG 4215
AP/GEOG 4400
AP/GEOG 5607
AP/POLS 4045
AP/POLS 4901
AP/SOCI 4700
ES/ENVS 1000
ES/ENVS 1200
ES/ENVS 1500
ES/ENVS 1800
ES/ENVS 1900
ES/ENVS 2009

Environmental Economics
The End of the Earth as We know it: Global Environmental Change
The Hydrosphere
Introduction to Vegetation and Soils
Urban Environmental Justice
Nature, Power and Society
Foodscapes and Agri-scapes: Geographical Perspectives
Water Quality and Stream Ecosystems
Ecological climatology
Physical Hydrology and Water Resources
Ecological Climatology
Ecology, Politics and Theory
Development and Global Inequalities
Green Theory, Culture and Capitalization
Earth in Our Hands: Introduction to Environmental Studies
Taking Action
Introd. to Environmental Science
Environmental Writing
Uncovering the Body
Quantitative Methods in Env. Studies
Foundations in Environment and Culture: Philosophy, Arts, Technology, and
Education
Introduction to Natural History
Community Arts for Social Change

ES/ENVS 2100
ES/ENVS 2120
ES/ENVS 2122

2015-2016

Sustainability Course (1) Includes
Sustainability (2)
Course level
Course Description
Undergraduate
Covers federal and provincial occupational health and safety legislation,
2
hazard identification
and control, physica
Undergraduate
Introduces students to the relevance and importance of business ethics
1 and corporate social
responsibility. The co
Undergraduate
Focuses on developing an understanding of the impact of different disasters
2
on individuals,
communities and spec
Explores ethical uncertainties associated with disasters and emergencies
2
and develops aUndergraduate
basic understanding of e
Undergraduate
This course analyzes and critiques the social and cultural foundations
2 of historical and contemporary
forms of glo
In this course you will use anthropological approaches to increase your
2 understanding ofUndergraduate
global issues in diverse l
Undergraduate/Gra
duate
Applies the techniques of analytical economics to the study of environmental
2
issues. Topics
include externalities a
Undergraduate
This course explores how human society has transformed the earth1system and investigates
the social, economic
This course examines the physical processes and the environmental2factors that govern Undergraduate
the movement of water a
Undergraduate
An introduction to the structure and functioning of vegetation and soil
2 systems, emphasizing
local patterns and p
Undergraduate
This course examines how processes of urbanization result in the unequal
1
spatial and social
distribution of enviro
This course examines the geographic understanding of nature-society
1 relationships. WeUndergraduate
review popular and scien
Undergraduate
The course explores the landscapes and scales of food and agriculture.
2 Questions include:
Can we change ourselv
Undergraduate
The course focuses on selected aspects of river water quality, including
2 hillslope hydrology
and the transport of p
Undergraduate
The field of Ecological Climatology provides an interdisciplinary framework
2
for understanding
how terrestrial ecos
Undergraduate
An intermediate course in the physical principles of hydrological and2 water resource systems.
Topics to be discuss
Graduate ecosystems func
Ecological Climatology provides an interdisciplinary framework for understanding
2
how terrestrial
Undergraduate
This course includes discussion on deep ecology, Marxian environmentalism,
2
feminist ecology,
social ecology, pos
This course examines diverse approaches to understanding the challenges,
2
political and Undergraduate
economic, that confront t
he course introduces a political ecology method which situates environmental
2
problemsUndergraduate
in ecological and politica
Undergraduate
This course is designed to provide students with an introductory perspective
1
or framework
of understanding for e
Students learn to identify, research, and act on local/global issues of2 environmental andUndergraduate
social justice. Working in
Undergraduate
The course provides an introduction to the elements of physics, chemistry,
2
biology and ecology
that are necessar
Undergraduate
Introduces students to a range of modes of writing in environmental2 studies. In the process
of reading, discussing
Using The Body as the organizing theme, this cross-faculty course (ES,
2 Health, Education,Undergraduate
and Fine Arts) models th
Undergraduate
An introduction to the skills necessary to pursue and understand statistical
2
data analysis. Topics include: graphing

This foundational course enables students to develop a rigorous engagement
1
with someUndergraduate
of the complex dimensio
The purpose of this course is to provide an introduction to the world
2 of natural history. Undergraduate
Students will be encourag
Undergraduate
An introduction to community-based creative practices integral to social
2
change in different
historical and cultura

ES/ENVS 2150
ES/ENVS 2200

Environment, Technology and Sustainable
Foundations of Urban and Regional Enviro

Undergraduate
This course introduces the various technical, socio-political and philosophical
1
issues associated
with the concept o
Undergraduate
Focuses on the interrelationships of the ecological, social, built and 1organizational environments
within the urban

ES/ENVS 2300

Foundations of Environmental Politics: Development Globalization, and Jusice

Undergraduate
Examines how communities and environments are being dramatically
2 transformed by the
globalization of econom

ES/ENVS 2400

Foundations of Environmental Management: Policy, Resources and Conservation Drawing on the natural and social sciences, this course examines the
Undergraduate
1 role of policy and management
strategies in

ES/ENVS 2410
ES/ENVS 2420
ES/ENVS 3000
ES/ENVS 3010
ES/ENVS 3122
ES/ENVS 3125
ES/ENVS 3130
ES/ENVS 3140
ES/ENVS 3150
ES/ENVS 3160
ES/ENVS 3222
ES/ENVS 3225
ES/ENVS 3226
ES/ENVS 3227
ES/ENVS 3230
ES/ENVS 3310
ES/ENVS 3320
ES/ENVS 3400
ES/ENVS 3410

The Science of Pollution: Impacts on the Environment and Human Health
Ecology and Conservation Science
Environmental Ethics and Epistemology
Qualitative Methods in Environmental Studies
Community & Environmental Arts Workshop
Popular Educ for Env and Social Justice
Energy and the Environment in Canada
Environmental & Sustainability Education
Human/Non-Human Animal Relations
Race/Racism and Environmental Justice
Urban and Regional Infrastructures
Regional Governance
Sustainable Urbanism: Environmental Planning and Design
Urban Planning and Practice in the Global South
Restoration Ecology
Tropical Conservation & Sustainable Development
Sex, Gender, Nature
Climate Change: Science and Policy
Environmental Policy I

ES/ENVS 3420
ES/ENVS 3430

Environmental Law
Environmental Assessment

ES/ENVS 3440
ES/ENVS 3520
ES/ENVS 3521
ES/ENVS 3540

Resource Management
Applications of GIS in Environ. Studies
Geoinformatics: Remote Sensing I
Environment and Health: Social and Political Dimensions

Undergraduate
Introduces students to the major scientific concepts and principles that
1 govern the origin,
fate and effect of pollut
Presents the main scientific concepts and principles of ecology and 1conservation scienceUndergraduate
that are applicable to en
Undergraduate
This course identifies, examines, and compares ethical perspectives2from diverse traditions with a particular focus
Undergraduate
After comparing qualitative and quantitative research methods and2their respective philosophical
foundations an
Undergraduate
Students develop conceptual and practical skills for the production,2presentation and evaluation
of a communityStudents explore the key notions of popular education related to knowledge
2
and power,Undergraduate
and various forms of ant
The course focuses on relation-ships between socio-economic development,
1
energy use,Undergraduate
and the environment in
Undergraduate
Explores concepts and practices in environmental education in the widest
1
sense, comprising
formal, informal and
Dwelling within the emergent field of animal studies, this course will2 consider a diverse Undergraduate
range of human relationsh
Undergraduate
Examines the intersection of "race"/racism and environmentalism. It
2 begins from the premise
that environmenta
An introduction into urban and regional infrastructures. The course2examines the historyUndergraduate
of and current issues sur
Regional governance includes the government and civic organization
1 of all aspects of lifeUndergraduate
in an (urban) region. Thi
Undergraduate
Planning and design of sustainable human environments is explored1in this course. Consideration
of the ecologica
Undergraduate
This course examines urban planning practice in developing countries
2 as a response to the
problems in the cities o
Undergraduate
This course explores the theoretical, biophysical and applied dimensions
1
of restoration ecology.
The course exam
Undergraduate
A study of the theory and practice of conservation as applied to sustainable
1
development
in tropical environment
Undergraduate
This course acquaints students with literature and advocacy that celebrates
2
'intersections'
between women/gend
Undergraduate
This course is intended to provide a critical overview of the field with
1 particular attention
paid to emerging trends
Undergraduate
The formulation of environmental policy is the focus its underlying scope,
2
concepts, legal
bases, methodologies. C
Undergraduate/Gra
duate
Introduction to basic legal concepts: sources of law, legal remedies,2common law, administrative
law. Planning ac
Undergraduate
Provides a critical overview of the theory and practice of environmental
1
assessment (EA). Course objectives includ
Undergraduate/Gra
duatex2
Current theories of resource management, methods, information and
1 decision-making are
reviewed critically. Eth
Undergraduate
Provides students with an introduction to the application of Geographic
2
Information Systems
(GIS) as they are com
This course represents an introduction to the methods in which remote
2 sensing data areUndergraduate
collected, processed and
Undergraduate
The overall purpose of this course is to develop a broader and critical
2 framework that can
be used to understand

ES/ENVS 3710
ES/ENVS 3740
ES/ENVS 3760
ES/ENVS 3800

Landscape Ecology
Urban Ecology
Plant Ecology
The Politics of Housing

Undergraduate
This course examines the interactions between ecological processes1 and spatial patterns.
It reviews the basic prin
This course examines the challenges and potentials of incorporating2ecological factors inUndergraduate
urban systems. Lectures
Undergraduate
This course provides an introduction to a broad range of native plants
1 through their particular
relationships to pla
Undergraduate
The course explores the meaning of social 'mixing' in multiple environmental
2
contexts from
the global to the loca

ES/ENVS 3891
ES/ENVS 3900
ES/ENVS 4000
ES/ENVS 4001
ES/ENVS 4001
ES/ENVS 4400
ES/ENVS 4011
ES/ENVS 4122
ES/ENVS 4161
ES/ENVS 4212
ES/ENVS 4220

The Nature of Cities: the History of Urban Environments in North America
Directed Reading
Senior Honours Work Seminar
Internship Program
Placement Course
Fundamentals of Renewable Energy
Food, Land and Culture
Community Arts Practice Practicum Seminar
Social Movements
Global Populations
Urbanization in Developing Countries

ES/ENVS 4223
ES/ENVS 4225
ES/ENVS 4230
ES/ENVS 4312
ES/ENVS 4401
ES/ENVS 4402
ES/ENVS 4420

Global Cities
Urban Sustainability I
Design for Sustainability Workshop
Global Justice & Int'l Humanitarianism
Fundamentals of Energy Efficiency
Climate Change Mitigation
Environment, Media, Culture & Communicat

ES/ENVS 4421
ES/ENVS 4430
ES/ENVS 4440
ES/ENVS 4442

Environmental Law & Justice
Impact Assessment Process & Practice
Environmental Disasters
Environmental Auditing

ES/ENVS 4446
ES/ENVS 4520
ES/ENVS 4523
ES/ENVS 4700

Protected Area Management
Geog. Info. Systems Apps in E.S.
Systems Thinking in EnvironmentalStudies
Urban Ecologies Workshop

Undergraduate
Urbanization is the predominant form of human settlement in Canada
2 and the United States.
Over the course of t
Undergraduate
Directed reading and directed study courses are intended for enrolment
2
by BES major students
who wish to pursu
Students work directly with a faculty member to develop a collaborative
2
project aroundUndergraduate
select themes led by a fa
This zero-credit, pass/fail course provides Honours BES students with
2 the opportunity toUndergraduate
learn in a workplace env
Undergraduate
The Environmental Studies Placement course is an experiential education
2
program designed to provide Honours B
Undergraduate
The course is designed to provide students with a critical understanding
1
of key renewable
energy options for elec
Undergraduate/Gra
Examines food, land, and culture from a critical interdisciplinary environmental
1
perspective.
Students have the op
Undergraduate
Provides students with an opportunity to implement proposals developed
2
in the third-year
Community Arts Pract
This course examines new social movements that have arisen in response
2
to the crisis ofUndergraduate
industrial culture, econo
Undergraduate
Examines the trends, causes and consequences in population growth
2 and movements across
the globe. It studies
The key issues of cities in the Third World are addressed, including squatter
1
settlements,Undergraduate
rural-urban migration, u
Undergraduate/Gra
duate
This course offers an introduction to the literature on global cities and
2 a systematic review
of a distinct field of res
A conceptual approach to defining "sustainability" for urban areas, considering
1
patternsUndergraduate
of land use, human activi
This course explores the principles and best practices in sustainable1building design and Undergraduate
sustainable development
Undergraduate
In the context of international humanitarianism and advocacy, this course
2
provides a general
introduction to inter
This course is designed to allow students to explore the policy and technical
1
dimensionsUndergraduate
of energy efficiency and e
Undergraduate
This course expands on the concepts presented in ES/ENVS 3400 3.00
1 and examines in detail
current and future o
Undergraduate
Media and communication technologies both shape and are shaped2by cultural constructs,
institutions and practi
Undergraduate/Gra
duate
This course examines and evaluates how contemporary advocates employ
2
law to protect
the environment, secur
The current processes and practices of environmental and social impact
1
assessment areUndergraduate
critically reviewed throug
Undergraduate
The overall objective of this course is to gain an understanding of the
2 causes and responses
to natural and techno
Undergraduate
This course focuses on the principles, processes and techniques of environmental
2
auditing
and management syste
Undergraduate/Gra
This course will explore protected area management, which is a form
1 of environmental duate
management focusing on
Undergraduate
Focuses on advanced applications of Geographic Information Systems
2 to topics related to
planning and resource m
Undergraduate
This course addresses fundamentals of general and complex systems
2 thinking (such as general
systems theory, co
Undergraduate
The workshop investigates a current urban landscape ecology issue1in Toronto. This collaborative
project-based w

ES/ENVS 4750
ES/ENVS 4800Q
ES/ENVS 4800D
ES/ENVS 4810
ES/ENVS 4900
ES/ENVS 5021
ES/ENVS 5070
ES/ENVS 5073
ES/ENVS 5100
ES/ENVS 5103
ES/ENVS 5106
ES/ENVS 5112
ES/ENVS 5113
ES/ENVS 5121
ES/ENVS 5150
ES/ENVS 5161
ES/ENVS 5178

Political Ecology of Landscape
Urban Development Process
Gender and Climate Change
Ecology and Sustainability in Costa Rica
Directed Study
Urban Development Processes
Extraction and its Discontents
New Social Movements
Interdis Research in Environ Studies
Nature and Society
Feminist Perspectives in Environ.Studies
Ecology in Envrionmental Studies
Business Strategies for Sustainability
Introduction to Planning
Perspectives on Green Business
Local Gov't Organization & Operation
Canadian Enviromental Policy I

Undergraduate
This course is structured around a critical analysis of historical and theoretical
1
issues related
to natural and urban
Critical investigation of approaches to, and topics in, processes of urban
1
growth, decline,Undergraduate
development and redev
Impacts of climate change, policy-making, the conceptual framework
2 for understandingUndergraduate
climate change, and the d
Advanced study, through thorough literature review and direct field1observation, of theUndergraduate
theory and principles of e
Undergraduate
Directed reading and directed study courses are intended for enrolment
2
by BES major students
who wish to pursu
Critical investigation of approaches to, and topics in, processes of urban
1
growth, decline,Graduate
development, and redev
Graduate
This course examines current political, economic and social debates1concerning extractive
industry, placing these
Graduate
Examination of new social movements that have arisen in response2to the crisis of industrial
culture, economic re
Graduateperspectives in En
The course introduces incoming MES students to a broad range of debates
2
and interdisciplinary
Graduate
Examination of conceptions of nature found in the Western tradition.
2 A particular emphasis
is placed on the role o
Graduate
Overview of the basic concepts and approaches of feminist analysis,2 with particular attention
to feminist theory a
Graduate
Introduction to concepts and principles in ecology as they relate to 1both natural and managed
environments and
All organizations impact the natural and social environment. However,
1 it is only recentlyGraduate
that sustainability has be
Graduate
The course explores the field of planning in its diverse forms of theory
2 and practice. Focus
is on overarching aspec
This course provides a basic overview of the main perspectives on, and
2 issues related to,Graduate
green enterprise. Key co
Examination of the political, governmental and administrative contexts
2 for public policy,Graduate
planning, and implement
This course examines the development and implementation of public
2 policies related toGraduate
the environment and sus

ES/ENVS 5475
ES/ENVS 5599
ES/ENVS 5699
ES/ENVS 6102
ES/ENVS 6112
ES/ENVS 6115
ES/ENVS 6117
ES/ENVS 6118
ES/ENVS 6120
ES/ENVS 6121
ES/ENVS 6124
ES/ENVS 6126
ES/ENVS 6127
ES/ENVS 6128
ES/ENVS 6129
ES/ENVS 6130

Space, Place and Capitalism: Themes in Historical Geographical maerialism
Readings In Environmental Studies
Field Experience
Transitions in Environmental Studies
Biological Conservation
Ecological Economics
Ecology In Third World Development
Applied Ecology
Public Involvement And Planning
Community, Energy & Planning
Urban-Regional Planning
Community Planning and Housing
Community Organizing & Development: Theo
Urban Transportation Planning
Social Policy and Planning
Planning Theory

Graduate
This course examines the political economy of capitalism from a geographical
2
angle. It looks
at the spatial and env
Graduate
2
Graduatex3
1
Graduate
This course assists students in the transition from MES II to MES III, 2with emphasis on the
design of the substantiv
Graduate
Examination of the ways in which biological conservation is defined,1understood, and acted
upon; identification o
Graduate
Exploration in the emerging field of ecological economics, including2discussion of: the optimal
scale of the econom
Examination of the nature of tropical and subtropical environments,1 particularly as theyGraduate
relate to conservation, re
Graduate
Application of ecological knowledge and principles to problems of resource
1
management,
planning, pollution and
Graduate
Overview of theories of public participation, and consideration of methods
2
and techniques
relevant to planning is
Graduate
This course examines the relationship between sustainable communities
1
and sustainable
energy systems. In the c
Graduate
Introduction to planning for urban centres and regions. Emphasis is2on the history of urban regional planning thou
This course explores the evolving nature of community planning and2 the linkages amongGraduate
planning, housing policy
Graduate
2
Graduateeconomy and tran
This course focuses on the strategic relationships between land use2planning, the environment,
Graduate
2
Graduate
Critical examination of theories explaining and guiding planning processes,
2
both professional
and managerial

ES/ENVS 6132
ES/ENVS 6133
ES/ENVS 6135
ES/ENVS 6136
ES/ENVS 6140
ES/ENVS 6141
ES/ENVS 6148
ES/ENVS 6149
ES/ENVS 6150
ES/ENVS 6151
ES/ENVS 6152
ES/ENVS 6153
ES/ENVS 6156
ES/ENVS 6158
ES/ENVS 6165
ES/ENVS 6170
ES/ENVS 6172
ES/ENVS 6173
ES/ENVS 6178
ES/ENVS 6179
ES/ENVS 6180
ES/ENVS 6183
ES/ENVS 6186
ES/ENVS 6189
ES/ENVS 6191
ES/ENVS 6281
ES;/ENVS 6291
ES/ENVS 6321
ES/ENVS 6325
ES/ENVS 6330
ES/ENVS 6348
ES/ENVS 6349
ES/ENVS 6399
ES/ENVS 6401

Environmental Design
Plurality and Planning
Environmental Society and Disease
Health and Environment
Environmental Education
Educ., Sustain. & the Ecological Crisis
Environmental Negotiation & Mediation
Culture and the Environment
Popular Education for Social Change: I
Popular Education for Social Change: II
Reshaping Research with Aboriginal People
Native/Canadian Relations
Critical Theory of International Devlopment
Leadership in the Social Sector
Land Use Planning Law
Gender and Public Policy
Food policy Development in Canda
Politics and Planning
Canadian Enviromental Policy II
Climate Change Science and Policy
Appl.Research Methods:Policy&Reg.Studies
Applied Res. Methods:Qualitative Methods
Theory and Methods of Impact Assessment
GIS in Planning and Resource Management
Mgmt. Practices for Sustainable Business
Consulting Skills
Facilitation in Environmental Studies
Environment Planning and Design Workshop
Critical Urban Planning Workshop
Bioregional Planning Workshop
Cultural Production Workshop: Performance-Based Practice
Cultural Production Workshop
Field Workshop in Environmental Studies:
Disasters: Concepts and Causes

Graduate
The purposes of this course are: to develop a sensitivity to the sensory,
1 physical environments
in which people liv
This course examines some challenges of the pluralistic city and society:
2
construction ofGraduate
diversity and difference,
Graduate
The overall objective of this course is to gain a comprehensive and integrated
2
understanding
of how a wide range
An overview of issues in health and environment. We are defining health
2
broadly in the Graduate
tradition of the World He
Graduate education, an
Examination of ‘Environmental Education' in the widest sense, including
2 definitions of environmental
Graduate
1
Graduate basic techniq
Exploration of the concepts and principles of negotiation and mediation,
2
key process requirements,
Graduateof the discourses
Critical exploration into current literature in the emerging field of Cultural
2
Studies. Examination
Graduate
2
Graduate
2
Graduate perspectives, in
This course looks at current and historical research from Aboriginal 2and Indigenous (non-western)
Graduate and the broad
Investigation of the relationships between First Nations, their communities
2
and their organizations,
Graduate
Study of theories of development, underdevelopment and maldevelopment
2
in Third World
Countries, with stress
This course discusses contemporary challenges facing leaders in the2social sector in bothGraduate
Canadian and internation
Graduate
2
Graduate
This course stresses women's relationship to the state. Through feminist
2
critiques, it explores
ways in which wom
Graduate
This course explores the theories, concepts and conundrums of food
2 policy development
in Canada. There is curre
Graduate
Planning and politics are considered along a number of dimensions:2the ideologies of planning;
the role of plannin
Graduate
This course is the follow-up course to Environmental Studies 5178 3.0.
2 The course is focused
on an examination o
The purpose of this course is to help students develop a thorough understanding
1
of the Graduate
causes of climate change
Provides students with the opportunity to develop the research skills
2 required for policyGraduate
and regulatory research,
Graduate
Examination of the various phases of carrying out research in the field:
2 planning the research
project; choosing ap
Graduate
Examination of the theory and methods of environmental impact assessment,
2
focused on
Canadian legislative and
Provides students with an opportunity to gain first-hand experience2in the application ofGraduate
geographical information
Graduate
This course provides a detailed review and analysis of the environmental
1
and stakeholder
management tools and
Graduate
2
Graduate
Exploration of the research on small group processes -- including group
2 dynamics, leadership
and decision-making
Graduate
2
Graduate
The workshop investigates recent urban change in selected North American
2
and European
cities using an approac
Graduate
1
Graduate
This workshop combines critical cultural theory and environmental 2studies with the practice
of cultural productio
Graduate
2
Graduate
Sustainable development research in Costa Rica
1
Graduate
This course examines natural disasters from an interdisciplinary point
2 of view, particularly
considering why there

ES/ENVS 6499
ES/ENVS 6599
ES/ENVS 7899
ES/ENVS 7798
ES/ENVS 7799
ES/ENVS 7999
ES/ENVS 8102
ES/ENVS 8599
SC/BIOL 1001
SC/BIOL 2010
SC/BIOL 2030
SC/BIOL 2050
SC/BIOL 3170
SC/BIOL 3250
SC/BIOL 3280
SC/BIOL 3290
SC/BIOL 4000
SC/BIOL 4245
SC/BIOL 4250
SC/BIOL 4255
SC/BIOL 4265
SC/BIOL 4710
SC/CHEM 3070
SC/ENVB 4700
SC/NATS 1750
SC/NATS 1510
SC/NATS 1810
SC/NATS 1840
ED/ENVS 3051
GL/BIOL 2300
GL/BIOL 2305
GL/BIOL 2310
GL/BIOL 2320
GL/BIOL 2325

External to York
Individual Directed Study
M.E.S. Major Paper Independent Work
M.E.S. Major Portfolio Independent Work
M.E.S. Major Project Independent Work
M.E.S. Thesis Research
Ph.D Research Seminar
Individual PhD Research
Biology II - Evolution, Ecology, Biodiversity and Conservation Biology
Plant Biology
Animals
Ecology
Population and Community Ecology
Experimental design for environmental and evolutionary biology
Freshwater Biology
Plant Ecology
Honours Thesis
Conservation Biology
Birds and the Environment
Biodiversity
Biology in Environmental Management
Integrative Environmental Physiology
Industrial and Green Chemistry
Current Topics in Environmental Biology
The Earth and its Atmosphere
History of the Environment
Energy
Science, Technology and the Environment
Teaching Env. Sci. in I/S Division
General Ecology
Evolution and Ecology of Humans
Fundamentals of Conservatoin biology
Botanique
Zoology

Graduate
2
Graduate
2
Graduate
2
Graduate
2
Graduate
2
Graduate
2
Graduate
2
Graduate
2
Undergraduate
A continuation of Biology I, exploring major unifying concepts and fundamental
2
principles
of biology, building on e
Undergraduate
Current advances in plant biology research, highlighting plant structure,
2 physiology, development and diversity.
Undergraduate
A study of the diversity of animals, their structure, physiology and evolution.
2
Undergraduate
A study of the interactions between organisms and their abiotic environments,
2
presented
in an evolutionary cont
Undergraduate
A comprehensive survey of populations (spatial and temporal patterns
2 of distribution, population
growth and reg
Undergraduate
This course examines advanced concepts associated with the design2 and implementation
of experiments in enviro
The study of physical, chemical and biological aspects of freshwater2aquatic ecosystems,Undergraduate
with a focus on lake syst
Undergraduate
This course reflects the diversity of topics that make up the field of 2plant ecology: ecosystems,
plant population e
Undergraduate
A research thesis based on laboratory and/or field investigations under
2 the supervision of
a faculty member. Only
Undergraduate
This course explores the role of biological science in efforts to conserve
1 natural resources,
systems and the organ
Undergraduate
A review of the adaptations of birds to different environments, behaviour
2
and ecology, biodiversity
and evolution
Undergraduate
We do not know the number of species on Earth, even to the nearest
2 order of magnitude.
This course discusses t
Undergraduate
This course summarizes our progress in conceptualizing, understanding
1 and in solving large-scale
ecological probl
Undergraduate
This course explores the influence of the environment on the physiology
2
of animals, from
the gene level to the po
Undergraduate dye, agrich
An in-depth look at various topics on the evolution of chemistry in the
1 petrochemical, pharmaceutical,
Undergraduate
A review of recent advances in environmental biology with an emphasis
2
on current research,
experimental design
Undergraduate
Topics addressed concerning the Earth include geochronology, seismology,
1
geomagnetism
and plate tectonics. To
Undergraduate
How the Earth's environment came to be what it is now. From the formation
2
of the Earth
through all stages of hu
Undergraduate
Conversion technology of current and possible future energy sources
2 is described. The extent
of the resource bas
Undergraduate
Environmental issues, how they arise, and an exploration of possible1 solutions to present
and future problems. To
Undergraduate
The Environmental Sciences address key dimensions of teaching of 1science associated with the Ministry of Educat
This course is an introduction to the scientific study of relationships2between organismsUndergraduate
and their physical and bio
Undergraduate
This course contrasts the ecological conditions attendant upon early2 human evolution with
the complex environm
Undergraduate
This course explores species preservation methods, the causes of their
1 decline and the effects
of human interven
Undergraduate
Ce cours est une synthèse de nos connaissances actuelles sur les plantes,
2
leur fonctionnement,
leur origine, leur é
Undergraduate
This course is an overview of our present knowledge of animals, their
2 function, their origin,
their evolution and th

GL/ECON 3642
GL/ILST 2655
GL/ILST 3260
GL/NATS 1000
GL/NATS 1605
GL/NATS 3200
GL/NATS 4210
GL/NATS 4620
GL/NATS 4632
GL/SOSC 1605
GS/CMCT 6120
GS/CMCT 6510
GS/DEMS 5040
GS/EDUC 5445
GS/EDUC 5446
GS/ESSE 5210
GS/FACC 6120
GS/HIST 5350
GS/HIST 5540
GS/SOCI 6314
GS/THST 6348
HH/PSYC 3450
FA/THEA 4111
FA/YSDN 4006
LE/CIVL 2240
LE/ESSE 1011
LE/ESSE 1012
LE/ESSE 1410
LE/ESSE 4160
SB/ACTG 6951
SB/BSUS 6200
SB/BSUS 6300
SB/BSUS 6500
SB/BSUS 6600

Business Ethics
Global Geography: Physical and Human Apects
Environment & International Relations
Energy, Physical Science and the Environment
Communication, Health and Environment
Historical Trends in Human-Environmental Interrelationships
Environmental physiology
Urban Environmentalism & Urban Sociology
Work in a Warming World: Issues in work, labour and climate change
Communication, Health and Environment
Culture and the Environment
Cultural Production Workshop
Natural Disasters
Education, Sustainability and the Ecological Crisis
Special Topics: Ecology, Ethics and Education
Wind Energy
Coprate Responsibility and Ethics
Environmental History of Mediieval and Early Modern Europe
North American Environmental History
Environmental Society and Disease
Cultural Production Workshop: Performance-Based Practice
Environmental Psychology
Sustainable Staging Techniques
Sustainable Design
Introduction to Environmental Engineering
Introduction to Atmospheric Science
Earth Environment
Natural, Technological and Human-Induced Disasters
Climate and Climate Change
Accountability and Sustainability
Managing Ethics & Social Responsibility
Management Practices for Sustainable Business
Busines Strategies for Sustainability
Sustainability and Carbon Financing

Undergraduate
This course examines some contemporary issues in business ethics 2such as the ethical justification
of the free mar
Undergraduaterelationship
An introduction to the main geographical concepts of and approaches
2 to the study of humans-nature
Undergraduate
Ecological problems such as climate change and resource scarcity transcend
2
the boundaries
of nation-states and t
UndergraduateSciences. T
This course examines the basic principles of Physics in order to study
1 Energy, Earth and Environmental
Undergraduate
This course connects the three areas of communication, health and1environment by exploring
the interrelationsh
Undergraduate
This course examines the profound impact of ancient environments1upon living organisms,
with reference to spec
This course examines important concepts and principles of environmental
1
physiology, aUndergraduate
branch of biology that foc
Undergraduate
Environmental change is making a major impact on cities and, in turn,
1 is changing the experience
of city life. The c
Undergraduate
Climate warming may be the most important force reshaping work 2worldwide in the 21st
century. The course exp
Undergraduate
This course connects the three areas of communication, health and1environment by exploring the interrelationsh
Graduateof the discourses
Critical exploration into current literature in the emerging field of Cultural
2
Studies. Examination
Graduate
2
Graduate in the world. Us
This course focuses on recent natural and man-induced disasters that
2 have taken place anywhere
Graduatex2
1
This course examines the nested relationship between culture, education
1
and the largerGraduate
ecological system, with s
Graduate
Large wind turbines provide a significant fraction of our electrical power.
1
How do they work
and how much energ
Acquire the basic knowledge necessary for an understanding of corporate
2
accountabilityGraduate
and ethics, including: eth
Graduate
Environmental History of Medieval and Early Modern Europe (ca. 500-ca.
2
1750 C.E.). Historical
study of interactio
Graduate
This course examines the historiography of the North American environment
2
from contact
with Europeans to the
Graduate
The overall objective of this course is to gain a comprehensive and integrated
2
understanding
of how a wide range
Graduate
This workshop combines critical cultural theory and environmental 2studies with the practice
of cultural productio
A survey of issues and research findings in environmental psychology.
2 Topics emphasizeUndergraduate
the effects of the physica
Undergraduate
Addresses the need for theatre practitioners to study practices that1are more sustainable
for the theatrical produ
Explores current and emerging sustainable design principles and strategies
1
with specificUndergraduate
focus on graphic design p
Undergraduate
Physical environment and how it is influenced by human activity; Mass
1 and energy balance
of environmental syst
Undergraduate
The origin, composition and vertical structure of the Earth's atmosphere
2
and those of other
planets. The present
Undergraduate
This course provides essential topics in Earth environment (Earth and
1 oceanic science, atmospheric
science, and g
Undergraduate
This course examines the science and significance of natural, technological
2
and human-induced
disasters, providin
Undergraduate
The Earth's climate and the general circulation of the atmosphere. Climate
1
models. Long-term stability of the Eart
Graduatethe triple bottom
How do organizations effectively measure and communicate their
1
performance against
This course explores the social and ethical challenges facing contemporary
2
organizationsGraduate
and develops the knowle
Graduate
This course provides a detailed review and analysis of the environmental
1
and stakeholder
management tools and
All organizations impact the natural and social environment. However,
1 it is only recentlyGraduate
that sustainability has be
This course introduces the problem of climate change and analyzes the new
1 carbon markets and Graduate
financial instruments being d

SB/ECON 6170
SB/ETHC 6950
SB/INTL 3400
SB/INTL 3500
SB/MGMT 6600
SB/MINE 6100
SB/MINE 6300
SB/MKTG 6480
SB/PROP 6550
SB/PUBL 6140
SB/SOSC 6400
LW/LAW 2880
LW/LAW 3490
LW/LAW 3590
LW/LAW 3830

Environmental Economics for Business
Ethics and Finance
Business and Sustainability: Issues and Strategies
International Business Ethics
Social Innovationa nd the Structure of Global Poverty
Strategy and Value Creation in Mining
Towards Sustainable Mining
Nonprofit Marketing and Resource Development
Sustainable Cities:Urbanization, Infrastructure, and Strategic Choices
Business and Government
Microfinance and Social Impact Investing
Environmental Law
Resource Management
Transnational Corporations and Human Rights
Climate Change Law

LW/LAW 4880

International Environmental Law: Protection fo the Global Environment

Graduate
This course focuses on the relationship between the economy2and the environment.
The economy cons

Graduate
This course will examine the role of ethics in finance and financial services.2It will begin with an overview
of the need for ethic

This core course helps students understand how international businesses
1
are re-aligningUndergraduate
and re-inventing their co
Undergraduate
This core course develops students' knowledge about the ethical issues
2 facing corporations
in their relations with
This course teaches students to perceive opportunities for social innovation2 based on a profoundGraduate
understanding of the global
Graduate
This course examines the complexities of the global mining industry and the
2 management strategies
employed to achieve gro
Graduate
This course explores the interrelationship and strategic implications1of a number of financial
topics that are funda
Graduate
This course examines the relationship between nonprofit organizations and2 their external constituencies.
It includes a critical
Graduate
The course provides an understanding of issues related to the pace of urbanization
2
across the globe
and the impact on the de
Management of the interface between business and government is examined
2 through analysis ofGraduate
the decision-making process
Graduate
Social impact investing, including microfinance, is an increasingly used
2 tool within traditional
finance, social enter
Graduate
This course is an introduction to the law of environmental protection
2 in Canada. Major issues
and contemporary d
Graduate
This seminar introduces students to natural resources law from a public
1
interest perspective.
Each week’s semina
Graduate of transnational
The purpose of this seminar is to introduce students to the debate concerning
2
the accountability
This seminar explores legal and policy issues related to efforts to control
2
the causes andGraduate
manage the effects of clim
Graduate
This course will introduce students to the foundations and guiding principles
2
of the evolving
field of international

Total number of courses:
Graduate Courses:
Undergraduate Courses:
Sustainability Focused:
Contain Sustainability:

251
112
139
86
165

UG Sustainability Focused
G Sustainability Focused
UG Contain Sustainability
G Contain Sustainability

54
32
85
80
251

